KENT COOKERY SCHOOL
VIRTUAL COOKERY EVENTS
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VIRTUAL COOKERY
EXPERIENCE
Option 1 – Ingredients Boxes Delivered
We are now offering virtual team building sessions, so you can cook
along with your team from the comfort of your own home! Great option for
team building, client entertainment or private parties!

Our set up is professional and streamline; we use Zoom for our calls,
Professional Olympus cameras for filming and every session is filmed from
the cookery school. The sessions are led by owner and lead tutor, James
and are fun, hands-on and a great way to connect with your team from the
comfort of your own home.

Each package is completely bespoke and we work to your specific
requirements to ensure you and your team get the most out of your
sessions with us.

Team members will receive:
A full box of ingredients delivered to each participant *Most dish
selections are enough for two adults
A downloadable pdf recipe pack which includes the method &
instructions for each dish.
A pdf Kent Cookery School Certificate

Minimum of 10 guests - Max 50
Starting at £55pp (prices vary depending on menu choice)
Sessions are approx 1 hour - 1 and a half hours menu dependant.
We can also offer additional add-ons, including:
A bottle of wine or local English sparkling wine
DIY Cocktail boxes with two cocktails
Bespoke Artisian chocolates

£15 - £30pp

£25pp

£14pp
£20pp)

Bespoke handmade cookie/cookie selection box 12 (

£18pp)

Handmade Rockyroad boxes 7inch (
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VIRTUAL COOKERY
EXPERIENCE
Option 2 – No Ingredient Cook-along
For this option, we send out the ingredients list and recipe packs
before the session so your team members can choose to cook-along
with James or just watch and learn and recreate the dishes at home
in their own time.

Your team can get creative and learn new skills in the kitchen with
our fun productive sessions, James will take them through the
recipes step-by-step showing them how to recreate some delicious
dishes! They can ask any burning kitchen questions too!

You can inspire your team with some healthy recipes or choose from
a themed menu of Mexican, Thai and Tapas or something more
classic.

Team members will receive:
A recipe pack which includes ingredients needed, before the
session as well as full method.
A range of dishes to choose from.
Expert tuition from our owner/head chef James
A recording of the session to rewatch back at any time.

Minimum of 10 guests - Max 50
£35pp
1 Hour sessions
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Get in touch:
01233 501771 - info@kentcookeryschool.co.uk
www.kentcookeryschool.co.uk

